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Waymo has emerged as a market leader, but there are dozens of other 
firms actively testing autonomous vehicle technology.

Outstanding Question: Which development model and testing approach will be 
ultimately be most successful?

Cover image source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9e/NutonomyWIKI.jpg
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Waymo vehicles are now driving roughly one million miles per month, 
a pace that has accelerated rapidly over the last two years.

• Waymo vehicles are now actively being tested in California, Washington, 
Arizona, Texas, Georgia, and Michigan, in settings that range from highways 
to urban streets.

• The company launched a commercial ride-sharing service, Waymo One, in 
Arizona in December 2018.

Outstanding Question: Will Waymo retain its market leader role as other firms 
work aggressively to catch up?
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Other firms actively testing AV technology include both traditional 
automakers and newer mobility providers.

• Cruise (a subsidiary of GM) had nearly 500,000 miles of autonomous testing in 
California in 2018, 2nd only to Waymo.

• Uber’s testing has faced setbacks following a 2018 pedestrian fatality.
• Several firms announced partnerships in recent months, such as Daimler and 

BMW, as well as Ford, Volvo, and Baidu.

Outstanding Question: As other firms emerge and market leaders change, which 
industry players will seek to collaborate with others vs. continue independently?

Image: https://www.flickr.com/photos/southbeachcars/47678872151/
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Testing is authorized in most US states, although rules and regulations 
vary between states and some still do not allow testing.

Outstanding Question: Will testing continue to be regulated by the states 
individually, or will the federal government create a national framework?

Source: National Conference of State Legislatures; press search
Image source: https://yourfreetemplates.com/world-map-free-powerpoint-templates/
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Most current policy establishes guidelines for testing and is highly 
variable between states.

• Policy to date has focused primarily on testing, including where vehicles can test and what 
safety requirements must be fulfilled in order to test, such as safety drivers, insurance, and 
incident reporting.

• Soon, both state and federal officials will be confronted with new challenges – data 
collection requirements, the assignment of liability, and guidelines for how vehicles should 
react to dangerous situations.

Outstanding Question: As with testing, will AV deployment be regulated by local, 
state, and/or the federal government?

Image: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/98/California_State_Assembly_room_p1080879.jpg
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Other countries have also begun to regulate the testing of 
autonomous vehicles, but have done so at a national level.

Legislation elsewhere has been similarly focused on testing, but with national guidance:

• The UK national government created a nationwide competition in 2014, with funding for 
cities to test the deployment of the technology.

• Chinese officials have created nationwide standards for autonomous vehicles testing, 
allowing local officials to arrange road tests.

• Germany has a national framework for AV testing, with specified ethical principles 
(prioritizing human life) and liability assigned to carmakers for system failures.

Outstanding Question: Which model will allow for more successful deployment, 
in both the short and long terms?
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Testing is underway in more than 15 states around the US, and more 
tests are expected to begin in the coming year. 

• Testing began in 
the US in the early 
2010s and has 
expanded rapidly.

• Tests vary 
significantly 
between states, 
from vehicles 
restricted to “test 
tracks” to extensive 
testing on public 
highways and 
urban roads.

Outstanding question: Will existing testing hubs (such as California and Arizona) 
maintain their leading position as the technology matures?

Source: Bloomberg Aspen Initiative on Cities and Autonomous Vehicles; press search

Image source: https://yourfreetemplates.com/world-map-free-powerpoint-templates/
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California is the epicenter of US AV testing, with strict but still-evolving 
requirements and dozens of active testing companies.

• 48 AV companies drove over 2 million miles driven on its roads in 2018 alone. 

• Relatively strict reporting requirements, including the number of 
“disengagements” occurring from autonomous to driver-operated modes. 

• As of 2018, Waymo is the only company with a permit to test vehicles without a 
driver behind the wheel.

Outstanding Questions: Will California retain its dominant position? Will its 
reporting requirements remain outliers, or will they become more common?
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Arizona’s laxer regulatory environment and favorable weather has 
encouraged significant AV technology testing in recent years.

• Arizona is focused on attracting business, with very few regulations—including no public 
disclosures—and permits cars without a driver; it has thus become a hotbed of testing with 
600+ AVs on the road.

• Following a pedestrian fatality, the state suspended Uber, but is unwilling to tighten 
regulations more broadly. 

• In 2016, Waymo began testing in the Phoenix area, and has partnered with Intel to design, 
build, and test vehicles in the region. Waymo launched a ride-hailing service in 2018.

Outstanding Questions: Will Arizona’s laxer environment become a national 
model for others to follow?
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In Massachusetts, AV testing has been concentrated in Boston on 
implementations such as last-mile solutions.

• Testing initially launched in the South Boston Waterfront with NuTonomy. 
NuTonomy was recently approved to expand their testing center.

• Optimus Ride is working on an AV-based last-mile solution between cruise ship 
docks and other transportation nodes.

• Companies must provide an MOU, testing history and practices, and proof of 
federal safety compliance.    

Outstanding Question: When considering testing sites, which aspects are most 
important to firms? Government engagement? University presence? Weather?
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Autonomous vehicle testing is occurring globally, with clusters in 
Europe, North America, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia.

Outstanding Question: How will differing regulations influence future testing 
and deployment?

Source: Bloomberg Aspen Initiative on Cities and Autonomous Vehicles; press search
Image source: https://yourfreetemplates.com/world-map-free-powerpoint-templates/
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Testing has been underway globally since the mid-2010s, with 
advanced pilots underway across the world.

• The UK has allowed testing of autonomous vehicles since 2016 across a range of 
localities, including West Midlands and London.

• Singapore began testing on public roads in 2015 (including a pilot autonomous 
taxi service operated by nuTonomy since 2016) and is preparing for potential 
integration into public transit networks. 

• Officials in Beijing and Shanghai have issued licenses to companies such as Baidu 
and NIO, with specific public roads designated as testing zones.

Outstanding Question: Will countries that are currently world leaders in the 
technology maintain their advantage, or will others learn from early mistakes?
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Nationwide regulation of AVs in the US remains possible; its direction 
could be influenced by growing consumer unease with the technology.

• Congress has considered, but not passed, national AV regulations, such as the 
AV START Act. If adopted, they could preempt local rules and regulations.

• Consumer backlash has begun to emerge following pedestrian deaths. AV 
technology and manufacturing firms are responding with consumer 
education campaigns. Future legislative direction may shift depending on the 
success (or failure) of these efforts.

Outstanding Question: What level of local and state control would potential 
federal regulations allow, if any?
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end
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Researchers have identified five key questions that local governments 
should consider when implementing AV technology.

✓ Should AV development accommodate the 
different needs, preferences, and abilities of a 
community’s diverse population? 

✓ Should AV service be available and accessible to all 
citizens, regardless of their income; where they 
live, work, and play; or the technology they own?

✓ Should AVs contribute to a reduction in 
transportation-sector greenhouse gas emissions?

✓ Should AV rollout help eliminate fatal and serious
traffic collisions? 

✓ Should AV planning’s primary focus be to make 
walking, biking, public transit, and sharing a ride 
more attractive?

Outstanding Question: Will nationwide standards preserve or preempt local 
control over any or all of these policy areas?


